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SUMMARY-Improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio of a microphotometer with a
swinging object stage and development of a method -for measuring the
inherent unsharpness of radiographs.

RESUME ; Amelioration du rapport signal bruit d'un microphotomètre par l'intro-
duction d'un porte-objet oscillant et mise au point d'une nouvelle
méthode pour la mesure du flou inhérent des radiographies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Tha inherent unsharpness is one of the most important factors in
radiography since it limits the attainable sharpness of a radiograph.
Among the factors exerting a telling influence on the inherent unsharp-
ness, there are the radiation energy and the material of intensifying
screens. To determine the influença of a variation of these parameters
on the sharpness of radiographs, it is essential to measure the inherent
unsharpnBSs of specific parameter combinations.

So far the inherent unsharpness was measured by photometering
the edge of a work-piece which was reproduced on X-ray film. The S-like
density distribution on the X-ray film then was evaluated by various
methods, usually by means of approximations through straight lines (by
Nitka, Klasens, Wiirstlin, and others).

These approximation methods being rather arbitrary and often not
coinciding with the visual approach, a study of MÛLLER H., WEEBER H. £\J
referred to a method (fig. 1) where the S-shaped density distribution on
the X-ray film is approximated by means of a curve Ft*? (broken line)
which likewise presents an S-like shape. The approximation function
F (x) thereby resulted from the folding of a step function gjx) with the
line spread function v (x). Thereby, the approximation function appears
well in line with the Measured density distribution S(x). This approxi-
mation function has the special advantage that the S-like density dis-
tribution is described by the only characteristic U which is proportio-
nal to the inherent unsharpness.

It is true that the measurements and calculations in the study
of Holier and Weeber have been carried through on the understanding that
the ratio U_/U is inferior to 0.3, and the geometrical unsharpness
consequentlyÊremains negligible. For this reason, considerable energy
had to be expended to adjust the edge body. In addition the necessary
high film-focus-distances in exposure conditions of practice lead to ex-
tremly long exposure times.
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Contrary to this, the method introduced herewith is intended to -Furnish
inherent unsharpness values even under conditions that will do for in-
dustrial radiographs, e. g. up to unsharpness ratios U /U of 1.5 and
without special alignment of the used test pieces. This unsharpness
ratio includes in the German Standards DIN 54 111 the class B for Co 60
and Ir 192.

CERL Platinum double-wire image quality indicators (CERL IQI) of
rectangular section were provided to serve as test pieces for our test
series. Depending on the exposure conditions, they present more or less
extensive mergings of the individual wires which can no more be comple-
tely separated [resolved). Thereby, resolution is defined by the for-
mula (1 )

(1) Vsi

and serves as measure for the unsharpness of a radiograph. S is the
background density of the radiograph. Thé right part of the figure shows
how the densitiy values are read out of the density distribution OR the
radiograph.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASURING PRINCIPLE

Besides subjective influences by the observer, variations due to
grain size in the film layer are involved in judging the sharpness of
radiographs within the range of small contrast differences. Consequent-
ly, photometry must be used for objective measuring. Only a microphoto-
meter permits reliable measurment of small unsharpness differences even
on coarser details. The relevant test series were conducted with using
a recording microphotometer including the following improvements (fig.2)

a) Fig. 2 (left part) shows that a microphotometer is generally measu-
ring the intensity passing through the film but eye only evaluating
densities. Therefore in our test setup tha signal from the photomul-
tiplier is passed through a logarithmic amplifier whose output fur-
nishes a signal which is proportional to the density.*

b) The length of CERL IQI is a multiple of the photometer scanning gap
l&ngth. Therefore, an object stage swinging perpendicularly to the
scanning direction was designed. Then, by integration over the object
field covered by the swinging amplitude, a considerable improvement
of signal-to-noise ratio is obtained (fig. 2b).

Integration of granularity may be obtained by enlargement of the
gap width too. However,' scanning gap width must be small against the
structure to be scanned because otherwise the structures themselves are
spread. Therefore, this method is only applicable restrictedly.

Within a density range from S«0 to S»4, these microphotometer im-
provements permit to attain a sensibility of 4s • 0.005 which is of the
order of the contrast threshold of the human eye.

III. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE INHERENT UNSHARPNESS AND THE RESOLUTION VALUES

To calculate the relationship between ths resolution of the CERL
IQI and the Ug values indicated by Moller and Weeber, we proceeded by
two separate ways. Fig. 3a shows the density shape which results from
the folding of a gap of 2x in width with the line spread function v Ix)
of Holler and Weeber and the corresponding calculation formula (2} for
the resolution values. The corresponding operation in fig. 3b furnishes
the formula (3) for a CERL IQI with the wire-gap ratio 1/1. Thereby,
both results differ by the quadratic term in formula (3).
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To decide which of both cases is the better approximation, ttibt
series with known inherent unsharpness were prepared. Fig. 4 shows the
resolution values of a test series using U = 0.2 with negligible geo-
metrical unsharpness determined photometrically from the image of CERL
IQI on the film. From aoth approximation solutions (2) and (3), only
solution (2) shows satisfactory correspondence with test results. There-
fore, any further reasoning will use approximation (2] in both formulas

x

'u.(2a) A = 1 - e (2b) -x

These two equations are valid only for the geometrical unsharpness U =0.

Superior geometrical unsharpnesses which can occur with all
technical radiographs require additional folding of the density shape
with the line spread function of the geometrical unsharpness. However,
since the resulting function cannot be represented integratedly, we
tried another way to take into account the geometrical unsharpness.

Numerous tests series with constant inherent unsharpness but in-
creasing geometrical unsharpness have demonstrated that the geometrical
unsharpness can be taken into consideration by means of a mathematical
operation which corresponds to a coordinate transformation. Fig. 5 shows
a curve of resolution A in dependence on half the gap width x with a
geometrical unsharpness differing from 0. The equations 3a-c

(3a) A'= x

(3c) f = arc tan

(3b) x'= x cosf - A

permit to find a coordinate system A'.x' by turning on the
where again the equation

(4) -x '
lnCl-A*)

is applicable which was established for the geometrical unsharpn.jss 0.
U is then calculated from the measured values A' and x1 as follows:
6

(5)
U

_„ • A sinp -x cosy
'e lnCI-A1 ) ln(1-x-siny -A

Small angles will further permit the following simplifications

- U g
x -sin<(» ~ 0

from which the definite forms including compensation of geometrical un-
sharpness U

(6a)

ln(1-AJ

(6b)
A-U -Ueln(1-A)

ensues.

With these formulas the inherent unsharpness can be calculated
from the resolution values at nearly all geometrical unsharpnesses on
technical radiographs but the values of gap width must be known exactly.
To determine the gap widths of the wire-elements of CERL IQI a radio-
graph was taken with a film-focus-distance of 4 m and negligible geo-
metrical unsharpness. The values of gap width then are measured with a
a microscope. Table 1 shows the theoretical values for the elements 1-11
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the measured values and the deviations up to 50 %. That means for
example for the 7th wire-element and Ir 192-radiographs with lead
screens a deviation of 10 % leads to a deviation in inherent unsharpness
of 20 %. Because statistical variations in inherent unsharpness between
several wire-elements on the same radiograph can reach values up ta 20 %
the gap width must be Known exactly.

IV. EXANPLE OF APPLICATION

The validity of the developped formula is now to be proved on •
the basis of test results.- Moller and Weeber are specifying an U value
of 0.067 for Ir 192 radiographs with 0.15 thick lead screens. Thereby.
this unsharpness value was determined with an unsharpness ratio U /U
of 0.3. We produced a series of" radiographs using Ir 192 and unsharp-
ness ratios from 0.25 to 1.4. The CERL IQI were arranged so that the 6th
and 7th element were nearly situated on the axis of the primary beam.

To determine the U values the elements 5 to 8 are photometered.
Fig. 6 shows the measured values for the unsharpness ratios 0.5, 1.1,
and 1.4. After insertion of the measured values into the correction for-
mula, the test points are transformed as indicated by the arrows. The
traced curve then results frorr taking the average of all transformed
test values, and shows the course of resolution in dependence on x for
U « 0.06S. This value is well in line with the value U - 0.067 stated
by Môller and Weeber for Ir 192 with lead screens.

Furthermore, it becomes patent that deviations of the test
points from the calculated curves subsist after transformation. They are
mainly due to the fact that the calculated approximation curve is devi-
ating systematically from the measured density curve. However, both
curves intersect at about 20 % of the step height (fig. 1) what is
corresponding to a resolution value of A • 100 - 2 x 20 % » 60 %. It,
therefore, would be recommendable to only evaluate CERL IQI for the de-
termination of U whose resolution values are situated between 50 and
70 %. e

V. SUMMARY

In the first part of this paper a microphotometer is described
which applicates a logarithmic amplifier and a swinging object stage to
measure densities and improve the signal-to-noise ratio. In the second
part a method is developed which allows to measure the inherent unsharp-
ness of technical radiographs at fairly high geometrical unshàppness
values.
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Fig. 1
a] Line spread function v Cx), b) The function F (x) resulting from the
folding of the step function gtx) with the spread function v Cx) as
approximation for a measured density shape S(x) on the film Taccording
to Mailer. Weeber)
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Fig. 2
a) Measurement of the film density S(x) using a photometer with subse-
quent logarithmic amplifier, b) Improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio
by means of an object stage swinging perpendiculary to the scanning
direction
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a)

Calculation of the resolution A -For a gap of the width
a) infinite wire width, and b) wire-gap ratio of 1/1
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Element
NP.

1

2

3

4

S

6

7

a

10
H

Gapwidth 2 x £ mm J

Theor.

0,6

0,63

0,5

0,4

0,32

0,25

0.2

0,16

0,13

0,1

o.oa

Exp.

0,92

0,54

0,46

0,36

0,26

0,21

0.22

0,21

0,15

0.13

0,12

Ueviation /" % J

15,0

- 14,3

d,U

- 10,U

- 12,5

- 1ti,U

10.0

31.3

15,4

3U.Ù

5.J.0

Tab. 1
Deviation of the measured gap widths from the theoretical values
for a CERL-IQI
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Measured values of the
resolution A depending
upon x for Ir 192 ra-
diographs with lead
screens for the un-
sharpness ratios 0.5,
1.1, and 1.4. Calcula-
tion of correction
curves (broken line]
and transformation of
the tBst points to
the curve U /U «0.
The full trSceS curve
represents the ave-
rage value of all 12
test value couples
and has the U value
of 0.068 3


